Direction

By plane
Arrival at the airport „Berlin-Tegel“:
The Radisson Blu Hotel is located only 8 km away from the airport “Tegel”. You can reach the hotel by taxi or you can
take the bus TXL in front of the terminal building and get off at the stop “Spandauer Straße / Marienkirche”. Form there
you will find the hotel in 100 metres walking distance in direction of the Berlin Cathedral.
Arrival at the airport „Berlin-Schönefeld“:
The hotel is located only 18 km away from the airport “Schönefeld”. Take the Regional Express train RE7 or the “S-Bahn”
line S9 to “Alexanderplatz”. Change to the tram M4, M5 or M6 in direction “Hackescher Markt” and get off the next stop
“Spandauer Strasse / Marienkirche”. From here it is 100 metres to the hotel. Walk towards the Berlin Cathedral.
By train
Arrival at the train station “Hauptbahnhof” (4 km) or “Ostbahnhof” (2.4 km):
From there you can take the “S-Bahn” line S5, S7, S75 or S9 in direction “Alexanderplatz” and get off at “Hackescher
Markt”. At this station take the exit to "Spandauer Straße”. Follow this street and turn right into “Karl-Liebknecht-Straße”,
where you will find the hotel on your right hand side. (200 metres walking distance)
By car
From Hamburg and Rostock (A19, A24):
A10 – exit at junction Dreieck Pankow into A114 in direction Berlin Mitte / Zentrum. Follow the street “Prenzlauer Allee”,
which leads into “Karl-Liebknecht-Straße”. After passing “Alexanderplatz“ (with the TV tower on your left hand side) you
will find the hotel with entrance to the garage on your right hand side after approx. 200 metres.
From Hannover, Nürnberg, Leipzig, Magdeburg (A2, A9):
A10 - exit at junction Dreieck Nuthetal into A115 in direction Berlin Zentrum. From Dreieck Funkturm take the A100 in
direction Hamburg / Flughafen Tegel. Exit at Kaiserdamm into direction Berlin Mitte / Tiergarten. Follow the street “Straße
des 17. Juni”. Turn right before the Brandenburg gate and than left into “Behrenstraße”, left into “Glinkastraße”, right into
“Unter den Linden” which leads into “Karl-Liebknecht-Straße”. The hotel is on your left hand side.
From Dresden (A13):
Follow from the “Schönefelder Kreuz” the A113 in direction Berlin-Grünau /
Dreieck Treptow. Follow the 96a. After over crossing the river “Spree”
please turn left into “Stralauer Allee” and continue straight on in direction
Berlin Mitte. Follow the streets “Mühlenstraße“, “Stralauer Platz“,
“Holzmarktstraße“ and “Spandauer Straße“. Turn left into
“Karl-Liebknecht-Straße” and the hotel with entrance to
the garage is on your right hand side.

